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**Anabela Mesquita** is a professor at the School of Administration and Accountancy (ISCAP)/Polytechnic School of Porto (IPP), Portugal. She is also an invited researcher at the Algoritmi R & D Center, Information Systems Group, at the University of Minho (Portugal). She lectures courses related to business communication, information society, and digital storytelling. Dr. Mesquita’s research interests include knowledge and innovation management, impact of information systems in organization, life long learning at higher education levels, and e-learning. She also has been involved in several European and national research projects. Dr. Mesquita has published numerous papers in various international journals and conference proceedings. She has been a member of the programme committee and scientific committee of several national and international conferences, in most cases also serving as referee. She serves as Member of the Editorial Board and referee for IGI Global. She also serves as Associate Editor of the *Information Resources Management Journal*. She serves as referee for the *Journal of Cases of Information Technology*. She has also been evaluator and reviewer for European commission projects.

***

**T. S. Amer** is a professor of accounting in the W. A. Franke College of Business at Northern Arizona University. He received his PhD from The Ohio State University in 1989. Professor Amer teaches accounting information systems, managerial and cost accounting. His current research interests include the implications of information technology on human decision making and human/computer interactions. Amer has published in *Contemporary Accounting Research*, *Auditing: A Journal of Practice and Theory*, *The Journal of Information Systems*, and *Advances in Accounting Information Systems*.

**T. Bondarouk** is an Assistant Professor of Human Resource Management at the University of Twente, the Netherlands. She holds two PhDs: in Didactics (1997) and Business Administration/HRM (2004). Since 2002 she has been busy with the emerging research area of Electronic HRM. Her main publications concern an integration of Human Resource Management and social aspects of Information Technology Implementations. Her research covers both private and public sectors and deals with a variety of areas such as the implementation of e-HRM, management of HR-IT change, HRM contribution to IT projects, roles of line managers in e-HRM, implementation of HR Shared Service Centers. She has conducted research projects with the Dutch Ministry of Interior and Kingdom Relations, Dow Chemical, Ford, IBM, ABN AMRO bank, Shell, Unit4Agresso. Among her current research projects are Implementation of HR Shared Service Centers at the Dutch Ministry of Defense, Large Non-academic Hospital, and the Belgian Federal Public Health Service. Since 2006 she is involved in organizing European Academic Workshops on e-HRM, and International Workshops on HRIS.
Mario Bourgault is a full professor at École Polytechnique, Montreal, Canada. He has conducted over a decade of research in the field of innovation and project management. Dr. Bourgault has held the Canada Research Chair in Technology Project Management since 2004. His work has been published in a number of journals, including *Project Management Journal*, *International Journal of Project Management*, *R&D Management* and *International Journal of Managing Projects in Business*. In addition to his academic credentials, he spent several years in the field working as a professional engineer, and he maintains close ties with the industry by participating in various research projects and acting as an expert consultant. He also holds Project Management Professional (PMP®) certification.

Phil Carter is a psychodramatist and co-author with Max Clayton of *The Living Spirit of the Psychodramatic Method*. He taught English as a second language for seven years in the 1980s in Taiwan and tutored Mandarin at Massey University in New Zealand in the 1990s. He has a PhD in information systems and is currently teaching computer usability and research methods to post-graduate students in the School of Computing and Mathematical Sciences at the Auckland University of Technology. In recent years, he has offered training in leadership and group work.

Jaouad Daoudi is a PhD student in Industrial Engineering at École Polytechnique, Montreal, Canada, where he received a Master’s of Engineering (MEng) in Technology Project Management. Since 2004, Mr. Daoudi has been a research assistant under the Canada Research Chair in Technology Project Management, where he conducted a number of theoretical and empirical studies on project maturity, new product development, and distributed teams. Currently, his main research interests are in the area of critical success factors in distributed and collaborative technological projects. Prior to returning to graduate school, he spent several years in the industry as a Project Control Analyst.

Nathalie Drouin started her academic career in 2002 after several years in the private sector. She specializes in strategic management and project management. She holds a Ph.D. from Cambridge University and completed postdoctoral studies at École Polytechnique de Montreal, where she conducted various projects on organizational capabilities and innovation. Since 2003, she has been a professor at the Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM) in the Master’s Program in Project Management. In 2004, she became a principal researcher of the Canada Research Chair in Technology Project Management. The Chair is held by Professor Mario Bourgault, École Polytechnique de Montréal. She is also a member of the Research Board of the Project Management Research Chair (UQAM) and is responsible of the research axis named: Competencies and Transfer of Learning.

Bernard Fallery is Professor in Management Sciences at the University of Montpellier 2. Since 2000 he has published 53 papers in scientific journals, books and conferences. He teaches at the Department “Computer Science and Management” in Polytech’Montpellier (www.polytech.univ-montp2.fr) and head of the research group “Information Systems” CREGOR. His research has always focused on the appropriation of information and communication technologies (SIM Journal, No. 2, Vol 6, 2001), whether in the e-learning (SIM Journal No. 1, vol 10, 2005) or in the knowledge management (SIM Journal No. 4, vol 11, 2007).
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**Carmen Freitas** is a Systems Analyst at State University of Campinas, Brazil. She received a Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science from the University College of Para, Brazil and post-graduate degree in Quality Management System from the State University of Campinas, Brazil. She has been active in the Human Resources Information Systems area for over 5 years and she works on projects related with staffing, occupational health, human resources processes, strategic planning, business intelligence and metrics. His current work involves the portal corporate development with a focus on human resource management with researches on knowledge management, content management systems, human resources strategy, among others.

**Elfi Furtmueller** is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Information Systems & Change Management at the University of Twente (UT), the Netherlands. Prior to joining the UT, she worked at the Institute of Management, Innovation and Organization at the Haas School of Business, University of California, Berkeley. She obtained her doctorate in Organizational Behaviour from the University of Linz, Austria. She currently teaches in the Master’s program Information Systems & Service Management. She also has gained several years of professional experience in human resource management. While her research is theoretically grounded in social-psychology and service management theory (commitment, identification, customer bonding and retention), she applies these concepts to e-recruiting services research. Dr. Furtmueller is also actively engaged in e-recruiting practice involving the realization of information systems design for career management. She co-founded an Austrian-wide e-recruiting service for university graduates http://absolventen.at.

**Claire Gauzente** is a university professor of marketing and organisation at the Institute of Political Sciences of Rennes, Researcher at GRANEM University of Angers, France and an affiliate professor at ESC Rennes School of Business. Her research interests include: interactive marketing, relationship marketing, ethical and privacy issues. Dr. Gauzente’s work has been published in, among others, *Electronic Markets, International Journal of Electronic Business, Journal of Electronic Commerce Research, Journal of Small Business Management, Journal of Consumer Marketing, International Journal of Retail and Distribution Management, Academy of Marketing Science Review*. She was a guest editor for the special issue entitled “A consumer stance at search engine marketing” of the *International Journal of Internet Marketing and Advertising* and serves on editorial boards of academic journals such as *International of Business and Emerging Markets, International Journal of Advanced Decision Sciences*.

**Sylvie Gerbaix** is an assistant professor in Management Science at the University of Montpellier 2 and at the University, Paul Cézanne, of Aix-en-Provence. She obtained a Ph D in Information System Management from the University of Montpellier. Her research topics are related to the role of information and communication systems for organizations. She is the author of books and participates to chapters of books on Management Control and on Information Systems Management. Her research articles and communications include themes such as: use and diffusion of videoconferencing system within organizations, E-training, management control, Internet security, e-payment. More generally, her research themes deal with the effect analysis of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT).
Manelle Guechtouli is teaching information systems and competitive intelligence at the ESCEM business school (France). She received a PhD in management at Paul Cezanne University in Aix en Provence (France) and her thesis has been qualified by the CNU (French university council). Her research topics are basically linked to information systems’ management in a general way. In a more specific way, she has been working on organizational, motivational and strategic aspects of Business Intelligence (BI). She also has been teaching strategy Management and BI at Paul Cezanne University and at Avignon University (France).

Véronique Guilloux is assistant professor in Paris 12 University. She teaches HRM, organization & behaviours, e-management in an “international management” master. Interorganizational relationships, information systems and HRM are her research themes. She has written several articles and has coordinated a French book on Intranets. She is currently working on the impact of Web2.0 on recruiting policy and on organizational improvisation in multinationals.

Kasper Hornbæk is an associate professor in human-computer interaction at the Department of Computer Science, University of Copenhagen. He earned a PhD in computer science from University of Copenhagen in 2002. His research interests include usability engineering, interfaces for information access, eye-tracking, and information visualization. He is a member of the editorial boards of the Journal of Usability Studies and International Journal of Human-Computer Studies, and is involved in national and European research projects on usability research. He has published in ACM Conference on Computer-Human Interaction, International Journal of Human-Computer Studies, and Transaction on Computer Human-Interaction.

Chin-Lung Hsu is an associate professor of Information Management at Da-Yeh University, Changhua, Taiwan. He received BS, MBA and PhD degrees from National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taipei, Taiwan in 1997, 1999 and 2004, respectively. Dr. Hsu’s articles have appeared in Information & Management, Omega, Computers in Human Behavior, International Journal of Mobile Communications, International Journal of Technology and Human Interaction, International Journal of Computer Applications in Technology, Information Management & Computer Security, and His research interests include electronic commerce, internet marketing, and innovation adoption.

Michel Kalika is Professor in Management Sciences since March 2008, and the Dean of EM Strasbourg business school, the school of management of the University of Strasbourg. Former Professor at Paris-Dauphine University, he is the author or co-author of twenty books and approximately a hundred various other publications: articles, communications, books chapters and case studies. He directed 48 PhD theses (two prizes of best thesis in information systems: 2002/2005, one Chancery prize: 2006) and is currently directing 10 PhD students in information systems.

Florence Laval is assistant professor in Human Resource Management at the Poitiers’ Institut d’Administration des entreprises. HRM, e-management and Organizational theories are her teaching themes. She works currently on HRM and network. She analyses the impact of information technology on Human Resources. She considered IT with a strategic, organizational or human lens. She currently is analyzing e-HRM according to interpretative methodology. Working on two case studies, she is writing articles on e-HRM in a big public office (ie City Council of Paris) and on a private small company.
Joe-Mae B. Maris is an associate professor of computer information systems in the W. A. Franke College of Business at Northern Arizona University. She received her DBA from Louisiana Tech University in 1989. Professor Maris teaches programming, operations management, and management information systems. Her research interests include systems development, web design, and human/computer interaction. Maris has published in *The Journal of Information Systems, IEEE Transactions on Education, and the Systems Research Journal*.

Mie Nørgaard holds a PhD in human computer interaction from the University of Copenhagen. Her research interests include collaborative and organizational aspects of user research and experienced-focused HCI. To explore new aspects of cross-professional collaboration she currently teaches and practises visual facilitation in various Danish companies. With a background in prehistoric archaeology Nørgaard is curious about how technology changes the way humans live, work and interact with the world. Currently, she is exploring this topic through a number of critical design projects.

Ewan Oiry is the author is currently an associate professor in Human Resource Management in the University of Mediterranée and in the LEST. He is currently responsible of an MBA and a national thematic think tank on the subject of « competencies management ». He published several books and articles on HRM, appraisal systems, etc. Currently, he works on the theme of construction and uses of management tools (especially electronic management tools). He is also member of the Organizing Committee of the *European Academic Workshop on e-HRM*.

Roxana Ologeanu-Taddei is currently an associate professor in Communication studies and Information and Communication Technologies. She is researcher in Information Systems at the Research Centre on Management of Organizations, University Montpellier 2, France. Her area of research consists on questions arising from the use and appropriation of information and communication technology, related to professional training. She has begun a research program on the professional uses of Internet forums. She has published especially in the field of communication studies. She is also participated to the 3rd International Workshop on Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS 2009), in Milan, Italy.

Hilkka Poutanen has graduated in information systems science from the University of Oulu, the department of Information Processing Science in 1988. Since then she has worked as an Adp Analyst, a Systems Analyst and as a Human Resource Analyst in different organizations for twenty years. She has started her research career in the 2000s. At the moment she is finishing her PhD thesis titled ‘Developing the Role of Human Resource Information Systems for the Activities of Good Leadership’. Hilkka Poutanen will defense her thesis at spring in 2010.

Alysson Bolognesi Prado is a Computer Engineer and received M.Sc. degree in Human-Computer Interaction, when he studied Semiotic Engineering for user interfaces and Geographical Information Systems. Since 2002, he works as System Analyst at State University of Campinas, Brazil, designing and developing systems for the Human Resources Department, using On Line Analytical Processing, report generators and web technologies such as Java and Ajax, building and evolving an application framework that allows programmers to focus the business rules of the Human Resources team despite of technical idiosyncrasies. His current research interests are HCI, Business Intelligence, workflow systems, Organizational Semiotic, collaborative design and end-user programming.
Vesa Puhakka is a professor of entrepreneurship at University of Oulu. He is doing research especially on ICT-business and trying to understand the emerging mechanisms of becoming an ICT-entrepreneur, business opportunity-creating processes and development and change processes of ICT-ventures. The Academy of Management and the NFIB Education Foundation awarded his doctoral dissertation for outstanding research in the fields of entrepreneurship and independent business in 2003.

Thiago Ricardo Sbrici is a Systems Analyst at State University of Campinas, Brazil. He is graduated at Pontificia Universidade Catolica de Campinas, Brazil. His main function is as Database Administrator at the Human Resource Department of the University. Since 2007, he has been active as research assistant for The International Research on Permanent Authentic Records in Electronic Systems (INTER-PARES) 3 Project. Nowadays, he is working in a project for the University researching the architecture and development of a digital repository for archival storage. His current work in business intelligence area refers to the conception of the infrastructure of a web portal for the human resource data warehouse.

Pei-Di Shen now works as director of the Teacher Education Center and professor of Graduate School of Education, Ming Chuan University, Taipei, Taiwan. Shen is one of the editors-in-chief of International Journal of Online Pedagogy and Course Design, which will be published by IGI-Global in 2011. Her primary interest areas are e-learning, knowledge management, virtual community, and management information systems. Her research focus is the distance education in higher education. Readers can contact her by email: pdshen@mcu.edu.tw

Hélène Sicotte is an associate professor at the Department of Management and Technology and currently teaching in the Graduated Project Management Programs at the École des sciences de la gestion of UQAM, accredited by PMI’s Global Accreditation Center. She is also a member of Project Management Research Chair of UQAM. She conducts research on project management, NPD, and innovation in the private and public sectors. Her research results have given her the opportunity to participate in several international conferences on innovation and technology management, including RADMA, IRNOP, PICMET, IAMOT and PMI. Some of her research is accepted for publication in international journals such as the Journal of Engineering and Technology Management, International Journal of Technology Management.

Edward Spence, BA (Hons), PhD, is a senior lecturer in moral philosophy and applied and professional ethics in the School of Communication, Charles Sturt University, Senior Research Fellow at the Centre for Applied Philosophy and Public Ethics (CAPPE), Canberra, Australia and Research Fellow at the 3TU. Centre for Ethics and Technology, The Hague, Netherlands. He is currently working as a Research Fellow (2006 to 2009) on a nationally funded research project on New Media and the Good Life in the Department of Philosophy, University of Twente, Netherlands. He is author of Media, Markets and Morals (forthcoming) Blackwell, Advertising Ethics (2005) and Corruption and Anti-corruption: A Philosophical Approach (2005), Pearson/Prentice Hall, and Ethics within Reason: A Neo-Gewirthian Approach (2006) Lexington Books.
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Chia-Wen Tsai is an assistant professor in the Department of Information Management, Ming Chuan University. Tsai is one of the editors-in-chief of International Journal of Online Pedagogy and Course Design. He is also the associate editor of *International Journal of Information Communication Technologies* and *Human Development*, and *International Journal of Innovation in the Digital Economy*. He is interested in the online teaching methods and knowledge management. Readers can contact him by email: jawen12b@gmail.com

Rolf van Dick is a Professor of Social Psychology at the Goethe-University Frankfurt (Germany) and currently serves as Associate Dean. Prior to his current position Rolf van Dick was Professor of Social Psychology and Organizational Behavior at Aston Business School Birmingham (UK). He received his Ph.D. in social psychology from Philipps-University Marburg (Germany). His research interests center on the application of social identity theory in organizational settings. In particular, he is interested in identity processes in teams and organizations which are highly diverse, he is applying identity research in the area of mergers and acquisitions and is currently investigating leadership and identity in the field and the laboratory. Rolf served as associate editor of the European Journal of Work & Organizational Psychology and is editor-in-chief of the British Journal of Management and the Journal of Personnel Psychology. He has published and edited seven books, over 20 book chapters and more than 60 papers in academic journals published in outlets including the Academy of Management Journal, Journal of Marketing, Journal of Applied Psychology, Journal of Organizational Behavior, Journal of Vocational Behavior, and Journal of Personality and Social Psychology.

Shari R. Veil, PhD, North Dakota State University, is the Coordinating Director of the Center for Risk and Crisis Management at the University of Oklahoma where she teaches crisis communication and public relations as an assistant professor in the Gaylord College of Journalism and Mass Communication. Dr. Veil was previously a research fellow with the Risk and Crisis Communication Project investigating agrosecurity concerns for the United States Department of Agriculture and the Department of Homeland Security National Center for Food Protection and Defense. Her research focuses on organizational learning in high-risk environments, community preparedness, and communication strategies for crisis management.

Celeste P. M. Wilderom holds the chair in Management and Organizational Behaviour in the Private and Public Sector at the University of Twente (UT), the Netherlands. She obtained her Ph.D. from the State University of New York at Buffalo (USA). She is the chair of the European Group of Organization Studies (EGOS) workgroup on professional service organizations and professionalization at work (from 2003-2006 with Royston Greenwood, University of Alberta, Canada; from 2007 till 2011 with Huseyin Leblebici, University of Illinois, Urbana Champaign, USA). Dr. Wilderom is one of the three editors of the award-winning Handbook of Organizational Culture & Climate (Sage: 2000 and (soft cover) 2004). Currently she serves as a senior editor of the British Journal of Management and is a member of editorial boards of various international journals. Previously, she was an associate editor of the Academy of Management Executive and the International Journal of Service Industry Management. She held posts at the University of Tilburg, Department of Strategy & Organization, the Netherlands; did a sabbatical at the University of Cambridge, Judge Institute of Management Studies, UK and at the Free University, Amsterdam, Economic and Social Institute (ESI), Netherlands.